


CLASSICcollection

Living in a classic kitchen is a unique and 
unrepeatable experience.
For us, every decor is an exclusive work that 
unequivocally characterizes the environ-
ment and the atmosphere that is generated. 
Allow yourself the pleasure of combining 
styles, shapes, colors and materials to create 
something unique, where detail becomes 
the protagonist: all this has always been 
part of our culture, which is able to satisfy 
the deepest desires of anyone who wants to 
personalize their kitchen space.
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CLASSICsartorial kitchen
tailored for you

Besides the quality of the materials, the pro-
duct joints all the enthusiasm of  all those 
who, every day work for making your kitchen 
unique and special.

All materials used are characterized by 
perfect finishing and perfect manufacturing 
operations with high quality level,  visible in 
any  particular.

Every kitchen is planned , produced  and 
made to measure on the requests and wi-
shes of each client.

The finishing point  of each project is the 
customer: in our company we want peo-
ple to feel at ease when they are in their 
kitchen.
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CLASSICfocus resources
Ideas to make your kitchen unique

sliding table

wine cellar on project

Oficina cooking element

hob integrated into the tophanging base units

custom decoration

bottle holder element

Oficina washing element

exclusive wash blocksink integrated into the top
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Dacia  Walnut-Dyed Alder
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More than a simple kitchen, Oficina is the symbol of a friendly atmosphere, cheerful and full 

of flavors environment. The focal element of the collection consists of a real functional block 

that can be configured as desired: cooking, washing, cooking and washing together in the 

same element, all characterized by a distinctive and personal aesthetic impact. The Oficina 

functional blocks, as well as the specifically dedicated hood, are available in various finishes 

to fit freely into kitchens with an exquisitely traditional spirit but also in combination with 

contemporary solutions or vintage spirit.

CLASSICOficina
matt laquered RAL 1013 - matt laquered RAL 7011 
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CLASSIC

An articulated space, with an industrial vocation, in which the kitchen project combines be-

spoke elements, sophisticated materials such as Ash in decapè finish with the National Wal-

nut, wise and refined wood processing. In this context, the Oficina washing unit is installed 

with a worktop and double basin integrated in Silestone, with increased depth for greater 

functionality and a fitted basket.

Oficina
Decapè Ash RAL 9001 - National Planked Walnut
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CLASSIC

There is a detail that never submits to fashions: elegance; a truly indispensable flavor for 

decorating rooms with the Oficina collection. The shabby-style kitchen, in a RAL 9016 milky 

white finish and a delicate light blue Pantone 643U, tells the story of Made in Italy through 

its pure shapes and artfully finished finishes. The sturdiness of the structures becomes po-

etry marrying with the impalpable lightness of the refined colors that enhance the discreet 

presence of the decorations. An ineffable Italian taste that conceals a great modernity in the 

technologies applied and in the flicker of the heights and depths between open and closed 

furniture with doors, boiserie and functional surfaces.

Oficina
Shabby Ash RAL 9016 - Shabby PANTONE 643U 
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CLASSIC

A designer interprets housing needs and translates them into products with a strong added 

value, daily and for each individual customer. For the design of his home wine cellar, he choo-

ses the infinite compositional possibilities of Oficina, here in Oak Knotted tobacco, completed 

with the sink block lacquered in red-bordeaux RAL 3004.

Oficina
matt laquered RAL 3004 - Knotted Tobacco Oak
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CLASSIC

The Oficina kitchen, with its new suspended bases, proposes an unprecedented linearity of a 

timeless trend even in a traditional environment, to create an elegant and functional place. 

Oficina is able to satisfy different living needs with style: in fact, for your kitchen you can 

choose details from the industrial appeal, or recall the atmosphere of country residences, also 

prefer an elegant international style with clean lines or heat your home with a style classic 

and timeless.

Oficina
Decapè Ash RAL 7044 - Knotted Tobacco Oak
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CLASSIC

A second youth for the classic style kitchen. The Palco model draws on memory with reassu-

ring shapes and solid woods, regenerates the kitchen through the search for light. The door, 

with the particular open pore finish of the ash, gives the room a bright and at the same time 

rich and material image. Palco creates traditional environments full of suggestions without 

sacrificing the comfort and intelligent performance of the latest technologies.

Palco
Open-Pore Lacquered Ash RAL 1013
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CLASSIC

The door with solid wood frame of the Palco model is available in various open pore lacquered 

finishes. The visible grain of the ash, here RAL 9010 lacquered and in Indian Ivory finish, con-

vey style and refinement to a kitchen that does not neglect the many practical and functional 

aspects.

Palco
Open-Pore Lacquered Ash RAL 9010 - Ash Indian Ivory finishing
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CLASSIC

Zoe represents the possibility to choose the kitchen closest to one’s own taste and desires. The 

door, with the solid wood frame, transforms and creates multiple solutions and atmospheres 

that favor different lifestyles, from the most contemporary to the more traditional and ro-

mantic ones. The fine finishes are accompanied by a functional design, evolved and attentive 

to the needs of those who love conviviality.

Zoe
laquered Yellow Pine RAL 1019
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CLASSIC

A mix of different materials make up an environment with an interesting play of light and 

reflections: the doors in RAL 7044 lacquered Yellow Pine are the counterpart to the column 

lock with Thalia doors in personalized glass. The mixture of different languages, combined 

with functional technical solutions, gives this room a unique and unrepeatable style, thanks 

to the exclusive decoration chosen directly by the customer.

Zoe
laquered Yellow Pine RAL 7044 - Thalia glass with exclusive custom decoration
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CLASSIC

Opera, a classic model full of content and suggestions. The Ash, in decapè almond finish, joins 

the Silestone top in a soft suede finish with an integrated sink and the Noce-painted wood 

snack to create a welcoming and relaxing environment. The result is a large kitchen environ-

ment that is articulated throughout the space and opens to the living area with great design 

harmony.

Opera
Decapè Almond Ash
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CLASSIC

Opera brings to the kitchen the style of a past in which the house enjoyed a dimension of 

particular closeness to nature. Particularly in the theme is the door with ash frame in decapé 

almond finish and decapé RAL 7023. The metal knob or handle allows you to personalize your 

environment as you like. The atmosphere you breathe speaks of value and solidity, qualities 

that coexist in the accessories, such as the new sink with sliding closure and double ovens, 

which complete the composition.

Opera 
Decapè Almond Ash - Decapè RAL 7023
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CLASSICDacia
Walnut-Dyed Alder

The craftsmanship of the details and the door in Alder with a Noce stained finish are the main 

elements that create a warm and welcoming atmosphere, and convey the romantic imprint of 

the Dacia kitchen. This kitchen creates an environment that evokes the noblest tradition of 

rustic craftsmanship and offers a style rich in flavor and emotions.
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CLASSICfiniture modelli classici

Oficina
Rovere Nodato Tabacco

Noce Nazionale Dogato

Oficina è disponibile con vetro satinato di serie e vetro stampato
Oficina is available with standard satin glass and molded glass

Oficina est disponible avec le verre satiné standard et le verre moulé

Oficina, nelle varianti Laccato Opaco, Frassino Decapè e Frassino Shabby è disponibile con colorazione a campione 
Oficina, in the variants Lacquered Matt, Ash Decapè and Shabby Ash is available with sample color
Oficina, dans les variantes Laqué Matt, Ash Decapè et Shabby Ash est disponible avec échantillon de coloration

Laccato Opaco RAL 1013 

Frassino Decapè RAL 9001

Frassino Shabby RAL 9016
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Palco

Zoe

Ash Indian Ivory finishing

Laquered Yellow Pine RAL 9016

Laccato bianco

Bianco

Bianco Papiro

Corda

Grigio

Grigio

Tabacco

Tabacco

Terracotta Tinto Noce

Palco is available with sample coloring

Opera is available with sample color, at an extra cost

Zoe is available with sample coloring

Opera

Opera Chestnut

Decapè Almon Ash

Walnut dyed Chestnut

Grigio Provenzale Giallo Celeste Verde Rosso
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Dacia

Coverings and tops

Walnut-Dyed Alder

Wide range of materials and colors

The range of worktops and coverings satisfies every need for functionality and ranges from laminates to fenix, quartz, 
corian to stones and natural materials  and technological ceramics such as dekton, laminam and neolit.
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art direction & graphic design
Giorgio Ragazzini designer

photorealistic rendering
Zeronove.net
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